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   Next Face to Face Meeting……… May 8 - 10, 2007, Banff, Canada – Hosted by Canadian Consortium


q	LNPA WG Issues Status Matrix:
   
	At its February 2007 meeting, the NANC directed the LNPA WG to develop a matrix of issues and their status that have been submitted or resolved since May 2004.  In addition, the matrix was to include all issues submitted to the Working Group that remain open. 

  
	The attached Issues Matrix, finalized on the LNPA WG’s April 10th conference call, details 122 submitted issues and their status.  Issues include Problem Identification & Management (PIM) issues, NANC Change Orders, and Best Practices.


	Issues Matrix statistics:
	ISSUES SUBMITTED:						122
	ISSUES RESOLVED:	  					  96

ISSUES REMAINING OPEN OR UNRESOLVED:	  		  26
	ISSUES PENDING LONGER THAN 2 YEARS:	14
ISSUES PENDING BETWEEN 1 AND 2 YEARS:	  2
ISSUES PENDING LESS THAN 1 YEAR:		10

	PERCENTAGE OF ISSUES RESOLVED:		  		  79%
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STATUS OF OPEN INDUSTRY ISSUES AND ISSUES SUBMITTED AND/OR RESOLVED SINCE 


MAY 2004
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		PIMs

		

		

		

		



		1


(PIM 22)


Inter-modal


Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireline carrier, addressed customers being taken out of service inadvertently due to the New Service Provider continuing with a port that was placed into conflict by the Old Service Provider after the 6 hour timer expired, instead of investigating why the port was placed into conflict.  At their 5/18/04 meeting, the NANC assigned an action item to the LNPA to “finish technical requirements for PIM 22 (NANC change order 375) and submit to NAPM LLC for next software release.”



		August 2002


Subsequent action item assigned by NANC in May 2004.

		This issue was resolved with the implementation of NANC Change Order 375 in NPAC Release 3.3, which prevents the activation of a port placed into conflict by the Old SP if an LSR/WPR was not issued or an FOC/WPRR was not received.

		March 2006



		2

(PIM 24)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by the Pool Administrator and a wireless carrier, addressed instances where service providers are not following guidelines for block donation.  For example, in some instances, contaminated blocks are being donated as non-contaminated blocks, or blocks with greater than 10% contamination are being donated.  This is causing customers to be taken out of service or blocks to be exchanged for a less contaminated or non-contaminated block.

		May 2003

		This issue was resolved as a result of INC changes to the 1K block donation form at the request of the LNPA WG, and the completion of the one-time scrub of all rate center pools by the Pool Administrator.

		November 2006



		3

(PIM 28)

Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed interface differences between the wireline FOC and the wireless WPRR.  The

 Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) allows for a due date and time change on confirmations, however, the Wireless Port Request Response (WPRR) does not.  When a  wireline carrier sends an FOC with a change in due date or time, the wireless carrier cannot process the change and does not allow the port to complete.

		January 2004



		A workaround was put into place in 2004 to temporarily resolve this issue until a permanent fix could be implemented in the WICIS standards to support due date 

and time changes on the WPRR. 

		February 2006 with the completion of 

WICIS Release 3.0 implementations



		4

(PIM 29)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed scenarios where customers porting from a wireline carrier are disconnected in the donor switch before the wireless carrier activates the port.

		January 2004

		Research determined that a significant cause of this issue was related to due date changes on the wireline FOC (see Item 3 above).  The wireless carrier submitting this issue agreed to close the issue as a result of the workaround implemented for PIM 28.

		June 2004



		5

(PIM 30)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, sought clarification of the N-1 LNP architecture query responsibilities, and whether wireless carriers are obligated to perform default number portability queries when the N-1 carrier fails to dip the call.

		January 2004

		This issue was resolved with the completion of the attached detailed consensus report developed by the LNPA WG, which was presented to the NANC in January 2005 and submitted to the FCC in July 2005.
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		December 2004



		6

Inter-modal issue

		At their 5/18/04 meeting, the NANC assigned an action item to the LNPA to “Review PIM 30 taking into account EAS implications and Enforcement Bureau Decision regarding N-1 responsibilities and recommend whether or not NANC should recommend a rules change to the FCC?”  

		May 2004

		This issue was resolved with the completion of the detailed consensus report, attached above (see Item 5), developed by the LNPA WG, which was presented to the NANC in January 2005 and submitted to the FCC in July 2005.




		December 2004



		7

(PIM 31)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addressed fallout that occurs in cases where the wireline Old Service Provider involved in a port issues a jeopardy notification with a change in due date to the wireless New Service Provider.  Wireless carriers currently cannot support jeopardy notices with changes to the due date and time.

		February 2004

		Based on additional data gathering and the observed reduction in the number of jeopardies, the submitter of this issue proposed to close PIM 31.  

		November 2004



		8

(PIM 32)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addresses issues related to the process for obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR), which contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting in a reseller number.

		February 2004

		At the direction of NANC to continue to work the issue, the LNPA WG formed a Subcommittee to continue to work toward consensus on a resolution.  Consensus was reached at the March 2007 LNPA WG meeting that direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  The LNPA WG also believes that resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.  This will be communicated to NANC.  A discussion will take place at the May 2007 LNPA WG meeting regarding possible inclusion of consensus in the NP Best Practices document.

		Issue continues to be worked and awaiting communication of LNPA WG consensus to NANC.



		9

(PIM 34)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addressed issues related to the process for obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR), which contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting in a Type 1 cellular number.

		March 2004

		All carriers cooperated in developing alternative solutions to port a Type 1 number.  Wireline and wireless providers worked together to migrate Type 1 numbers to Type 2.

		July 2005



		10

(PIM 36)


Inter-modal issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addressed NPA-NXX codes being opened in the wrong NPAC regional database by service providers.

		April 2004

		This issue was resolved as a result of the implementation of NANC Change Order 321 in NPAC Release 3.3.




		March 2006



		11

(PIM 38)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed unnecessary delays in 1K block activation due to the current 5 day minimum interval between when a pooled block is created in NPAC, and the effective date of block activation, when the 1st port has already occurred in the NXX code containing the pooled block.

		May 2004

		This issue was resolved as a result of the implementation of NANC Change Order 394 in NPAC Release 3.3.




		March 2006



		12

(PIM 39)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by several wireless carriers, addressed frequent changes in wireline business practices and rules related to porting requirements.  

		June 2004

		At the December 2004 LNPA WG meeting, consensus was reached that this issue is best addressed in the Change Management meetings with the ILECs or through their Account Management process.  This continues to be addressed through the Account Management process.

		December 2004



		13

(PIM 40)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed minimum industry standards for LNP readiness that must be adhered to by all companies in order to port.

		May 2004

		The LNPA WG researched the relevant industry guidelines and requirements for LNP readiness and documented them in the PIM 40 document, placing it on the LNPA WG’s website for reference.

		October 2004



		14

(PIM 41)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed fallout that can occur during SPID migrations when methods other that NANC 323 are used to accomplish the migration.

		July 2004

		Text was added to the Industry Numbering Committee’s (INC’s) Central Office Code Administration Guidelines (COCAG) resolving this issue.  This issue and its resolution was also placed in the LNPA WG’s NP Best Practices document.

		September 2005



		15

(PIM 42)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, seeks to review wireline requirements for certain fields on the LSR in order to facilitate mapping of the Wireless Port Request (WPR) to the Wireline LSR.

		July 2004

		This issue is being worked through wireline companies’ Account Management process.  It was also referred to the Ordering & Billing Forum (OBF) and is tracking the outcomes of Issues 2943 and 3029 in the OBF.  

		Issue remains open and tracking with the OBF.



		16

(PIM 43)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed concerns related to large porting volumes and mass changes, such as rehomes.

		July 2004

		The submitter agreed to withdraw this issue due to the implementation of NANC Change Order 393, which increased the interface throughput requirements, and the development of technical requirements for NANC Change Order 397.  NANC 397 is also under discussion in the LNPA WG’s Architecture Planning Team (APT).

		August 2004



		17

(PIM 44)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a number of wireless carriers, seeks to address varying rules among wireline carriers for developing a Local Service Request (LSR) in order to port a number.

		July 2004

		This issue is being worked through wireline companies’ Account Management process.  It was also referred to the Ordering & Billing Forum (OBF) and is tracking the outcomes of Issues 2943 and 3029 in the OBF.  

		Issue remains open and tracking with the OBF.



		18

(PIM 45)


Inter-modal Issue

		This issue, submitted by a number of wireless carriers, addressed instances when there are errors in Local Service Requests (LSRs) to port a number and some service providers respond identifying a single error only.  Additional LSRs and responses are required until all errors are finally cleared.

		July 2004

		The LNPA WG reached consensus to place this issue in its Number Portability Best Practices document with text advising that service providers should avoid a process of only reporting one error on each response to a port request resulting in a prolonged process of submitting multiple, iterative port requests for a single port.

		October 2005



		19

(PIM 47)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed minimum industry inter-modal standards for purging old/abandoned ports.  

		July 2004

		The resolution reached by consensus at the LNPA WG was placed in the LNPA WG’s Number Portability Best Practices document.

		January 2005



		20

(PIM 48)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a number of wireless carriers and a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, proposed a new category in the NIIF National LNP Contact Directory for post-port carrier-to-carrier support.  

		September 2004

		This PIM was referred to the NIIF.  The NIIF/NIOC responded with development of the NIIF Company Specific Contact Directory and LNP Contact Directory New Category Proposal and Processes for Updating Contacts in response the LNPA WG PIM.  

		February 2005



		21

(PIM 49)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a number of wireless carriers, addressed the NANC LNP Provisioning Flows related to the porting of Type 1 numbers.  It also addressed the inadvertent porting of paging numbers.

		September 2004

		Multiple solutions were put in place for the various providers to prevent paging numbers from being ported and for obtaining and validating Type 1 information from the Type 1 provider.

		July 2005



		22

(PIM 50)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addressed instances where wireline to wireless ports fail the automated process because they are from large accounts where the Customer Service Record (CSR) is too large to return on a CSR query.  

		January 2005

		The LNPA WG reached consensus to add to the Number Portability Best Practices document text stating that if wireline carriers sent only the information requested in the customer inquiry per the LSOG CSI guidelines, this error would be greatly reduced if not eliminated.  




		March 2007



		23

(PIM 51)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless carrier, seeks the prevention of NXX codes being opened to portability in NPAC by the incorrect provider.

		March 2005

		NANC Change Order 414 was developed to address a mechanized solution.  The LNPA WG continues to discuss a possible manual cleanup in the NPAC database.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		24

(PIM 52)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless carrier, addresses issues related to carriers receiving 1K blocks from the pool in which the Intra-Service Provider ports have not been completed by the donor provider prior to block donation to the pool.




		November 2005

		This issue was referred to the INC (INC Issue 506), which made changes to the Thousands Block PA Guidelines and form.  This issue is now awaiting implementation of FCC-approved PA Change Order 51.




		April 2007



		25

(PIM 53)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless carrier, addressed instances of providers who were taking back numbers that had ported out from them when they do not have evidence that they issued a Firm Order Confirmation (FOC).

		February 2006

		The LNPA WG reached consensus on a resolution for this issue and placed it in its Number Portability Best Practices document.

		July 2006



		26

(PIM 54)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireline carrier, seeks to investigate the feasibility of shortening the wireline-wireline and inter-modal porting interval for certain ports.

		April 2006

		Consensus was reached at the LNPA WG to investigate ways to shorten the pre-port interval.  A Pre-Port Subcommittee was formed and continues to work the issue.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		27

(PIM 55)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addresses issues related to wireline Provider Initiated Activity, e.g., Jeopardies.



		May 2006

		This issue was referred to the OBF Wireless Committee for possible implementation in WICIS Release 4.1.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		28

(PIM 56)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless carrier, addresses instances where LNP database updates are not always propagated by all providers down to their network element routing databases in a timely manner.

		May 2006

		The LNPA WG reached consensus to place text addressing this issue in its Number Portability Best Practices document.  The text is currently under development.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		29

(PIM 57)


Inter-modal


Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a number of wireless carriers, addresses issues related to attempting to port a consumer when a Reseller abruptly discontinues business and/or declares bankruptcy.

		August 2006

		The LNPA WG is currently reviewing contributions from the PIM submitters regarding methods to deal with this scenario.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		30

(PIM 58)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a number of wireline carriers, addressed a process for the legitimate opening of NXX codes to portability in the NPAC when the current codeholder cannot be contacted or refuses to open the code themselves.

		October 2006

		The LNPA WG developed a process which includes the proper regulatory authorization that was incorporated in its Number Portability Best Practices document.

		March 2007



		31

(PIM 59)


Inter-modal Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, addresses issues related to the unlocking of the 911 database when numbers are ported to VoIP providers.

		November 2006

		The LNPA WG is awaiting results from discussions between the VoIP providers and NENA’s liaison to the LNPA WG.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		32

(PIM 60)


Inter-modal


Issue

		This PIM, submitted by a wireline carrier, requests that the LNPA WG provide an opinion on whether or not a customer, who is physically relocating to a different Rate Center, should be allowed to port their number.

		March 2007

		The LNPA WG has an action item to discuss this issue within their respective companies and come prepared to address on the April 10th LNPA WG conference call.

		Issue continues to be worked.



		

		

		

		

		



		CHANGE ORDERS

		

		

		

		



		33

(ILL 130)


Inter-modal Issue 

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, enhanced the error message text over the SOA/LSMS interface.

		January 1997

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		34

(NANC 138)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the Change Management Administrator, clarified and resolved discrepancies in the Cause Value definitions. 

		August 1997

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		35


(NANC 151)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a local system vendor, requested that the applicable telephone number or pooled block be added to SOA notifications. 

		September 1997

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		36

(NANC 227)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requested that a mechanism be developed to clean up partially failed ported number records that need to be subsequently modified or deleted, by the New SP.



		August 1998

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		37

(NANC 285)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, requested enhancement to the SOA and LSMS query functionality when the maximum query size was exceeded. 

		May 1999

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		38

(NANC 299)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, requested implementation of NPAC monitoring of SOA and LSMS associations via a heartbeat message. 

		September 1999

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		39

(NANC 300)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, requested that a mechanism be developed to clean up partially failed pooled block records that need to be subsequently modified or deleted, by the New SP.

		December 1999

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		40

(NANC 343)

Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, corrected the filtering operations currently supported by the NPAC as detailed in the Interoperability Interface Specification (IIS). 

		November 2001

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		41

(NANC 346)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, enabled modification of the timestamp for pooled block activations when discrepancies are found during audits.

		January 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		42

(NANC 347 and 350)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, enhanced system abort behavior to reduce the frequency of association aborts, thus improving reliability and performance.

		March 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		43

(NANC 348)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, implemented bulk data download functionality for SOA notifications, thus reducing operational issues and the work effort required for a Service Provider to get back in sync with the NPAC.

		March 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		44

(NANC 351)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, improved Service Provider recovery functionality and their ability to recover previously missed data.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		45

(NANC 352)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, further improved Service Provider recovery functionality and their ability to recover previously missed SPID data.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		46

(NANC 357)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requested unique identifiers in NPAC for wireline vs. wireless carriers.  This assists in the proper handling of port requests, e.g., 911 records.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		47

(NANC 358)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected the ASN.1 document to reflect that a provider SPID is a 4 character alphanumeric.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		48

(NANC 359)


Inter-modal Issue 

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected the ASN.1 document to reflect that a provider Billing ID is a 4 character alphanumeric.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		49

(NANC 360)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected the maximum TN recovery tunable definition in industry documentation.

		April 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		50

(NANC 361)


Inter-modal


Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requested correction of the definition for certain range notifications in industry documentation.



		May 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		51


(NANC 364)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, removed confusing text in industry documentation related to TN ranges.

		July 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		52

(NANC 365)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, requested correction of discrepancies identified in text in industry documentation related to Port-to-Originals and SV Queries.

		August 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		53

(NANC 368)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, implemented flow control functionality to prevent interface congestion.

		October 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		54

(NANC 371)

Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requested that industry documentation be corrected to explicitly state that the NPAC requires audit names to be unique.

		November 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		55

(NANC 373)

Inter-modal



Issue


		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrects industry documentation to reflect current NPAC behavior related to setting an SV in conflict.



		November 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		56

(NANC 374)


Inter-modal Issue



		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrects industry documentation to reflect current NPAC behavior related to Port-to-Originals.

		November 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		57


(NANC 376)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrects industry documentation to reflect current NPAC behavior related to modifying an active SV.

		December 2002

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		58

(NANC 383)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, implemented functionality in support of a separate SOA channel for notifications.

		May 2003

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		59

(NANC 385)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, modified the Timer Expiration Calculation such that a time period designated as an NPAC Maintenance Window that falls within normal business operating hours will NOT “use up” any hours, when calculating the expiration of a timer.  

		July 2003

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		60

(NANC 386)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, modified the NPAC to only allow a single CMIP association between a SOA/LSMS and the NPAC.

		July 2003

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		61

(NANC 387)


Inter-modal Issue



		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, requested correction of industry documentation related to port CREATE requests.

		September 2003

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		62

(NANC 388)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless carrier, requested functionality in support of undoing a Cancel port request.

		September 2003

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		63

(NANC 391)

Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, updated the appropriate industry documentation to reference wireless operations and functions, e.g., Wireless Port Request (WPR), Wireless Port Request Response (WPRR).

		January 2004

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		64

(NANC 392)

Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG Architecture Planning Team, eliminated the creation of intermediate “cloned” copies of SVs, which were a source of confusion for providers initiating queries on a number.

		March 2004

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		65

(NANC 393)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG Architecture Planning Team, increased the interface throughput requirements to meet the projected increase in porting and pooling volumes.

		May 2004

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		66

(NANC 399)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, added SV Type and Alternative SPID fields to ported and pooled block SVs.  One identified use is the identification of Resellers.

		January 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		67

(NANC 404)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation to be consistent with NPAC behavior.

		July 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		68

(NANC 405)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation related to provider SOA and LSMS recovery functionality.

		July 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		69

(NANC 406)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation related to NPAC functionality such as canceling an SV, querying an SV.

		July 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		70

(NANC 407)

Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, fixed an issue related to TN range operations that was impacting NPAC response time.

		September 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		71

(NANC 409)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation to be consistent with NPAC behavior.

		October 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		72

(NANC 410)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation related to provider recovery, disconnects, and added additional error messages that have been implemented in the NPAC.

		November 2005

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in NPAC Release 3.3.

		March 2006



		73

(NANC 388v2)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor at the request of a wireline carrier, fixed an issue with the undo cancel functionality that was enabling providers to circumvent the conflict status functionality implemented in NANC 375.

		May 2006

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in a Point Release to NPAC Release 3.3.

		November 2006



		74

(NANC 411)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation related to provider recovery, disconnects, create flows, and error mapping.

		April 2006

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in a Point Release to NPAC Release 3.3.

		November 2006



		75

(NANC 412)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, corrected industry documentation related to functionality including SV Type, Alternative SPID, SPID recovery, Bulk Data Download file for notifications, Cause Code definitions, and SPID migrations.

		May 2006

		This Change Order was developed and implemented in a Point Release to NPAC Release 3.3.

		November 2006



		76

(NANC 372)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requests investigation of alternatives to the CMIP protocol for the SOA and LSMS interfaces.

		November 2002

		This Change Order is being revisited by the LNPA WG Architecture Planning Team (APT).

		Change Order remains open.



		77

(NANC 396)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, proposes that providers be able to place filters in the NPAC on NPA-NXXs prior to the code being opened up in the NPAC, and the ability to place filters at the NPA level, for codes that a provider does not wish to receive downloads.

		September 2004

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		78

(NANC 402)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless carrier, requests that the NPAC validate the code owner (SPID) prior to the code being opened up in the NPAC.

		February 2005

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		79

(NANC 408)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless carrier, requests automation of certain SPID migration functions.

		October 2005

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		80

(NANC 413)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, proposes corrections to industry documentation related to functionality including CREATE and MODIFY.

		May 2006

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		81

(NANC 415)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a Video Relay Service (VRS) provider, requests the addition of two URI fields in ported and pooled block SVs in support of VRS.

		December 2006

		The LNPA WG completed development of the technical requirements for this Change Order and forwarded the document to the Industry Numbering Committee for consideration in their analysis of potential solutions.

		January 2007



		82

(NANC 416)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the LNPA WG, proposes that two attributes be added to the Notification Bulk Data Download (BDD) file to make it consistent with the actual notification that is sent over the SOA interface.

		September 2006

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		83


(NANC 417)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, requests that a count of records changed be included for Bulk Data Download (BDD) files and Delta BDD files.

		December 2006

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		84

(NANC 418)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless Clearinghouse Vendor, requests record count information of the contents of the SPID migration update (SMURF) files that are distributed to perform updates to the LSMS platforms throughout the industry.

		December 2006

		This Change Order remains in the OPEN category.  To date, it has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		85

(NANC 147)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, proposes that a strategy be developed for Version Identifications (IDs) that are approaching the maximum value and will roll over to zero.

		August 1997

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.  The LNPA WG is now revisiting the issue due to approaching projected rollovers.

		Change Order remains open.



		86


(NANC 355)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, requests the ability for NPAC personnel to modify the effective dates of NXX codes involved in an NPA split.

		April 2002

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		87

(NANC 382)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor and a wireline carrier, proposes development of a “port protection” system in the NPAC to prevent inadvertent porting or intentional slamming of numbers.

		April 2003

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		88


(NANC 390)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireline carrier, proposes development and implementation of a positive acknowledgement from the NPAC that the NPAC has received their request message, so the systems (SOA/LSMS) do not unnecessarily resend the message and cause duplicate transactions for the same request.

		October 2003

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		89


(NANC 397)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a wireless carrier, requests that the performance impacts to the SOAs, NPAC, and LSMSs be determined for large volume ports, i.e., up to 25,000 TNs in an hour.




		July 2004

		This Change Order is being revisited by the LNPA WG Architecture Planning Team (APT).

		Change Order remains open.



		90

(NANC 400)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, proposes additional fields in ported and pooled block records in order to provision IP addresses (Uniform Resource Identifiers) in support of IP-enabled services and for routing to numbers that have been ported or pooled to VoIP providers. 

		January 2005

		The technical requirements for this Change Order have been completed by the LNPA WG.  The FCC directed that this Change Order be placed on hold until further notice.

		April 2005



		91


(NANC 401)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by a Service Bureau, proposes development of a separate LSMS association for downloading optional data fields in ported number and pooled block records, e.g., the proposed URI fields in NANC 400.

		January 2005

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.



		92


(NANC 403)


Inter-modal Issue

		This Change Order, submitted by the NPAC vendor, proposes that industry documentation be corrected to reflect that the NPAC will reject any Recovery messages from providers outside of Recovery (i.e., normal mode).

		March 2005

		This Change Order remains in the ACCEPTED category, but has not been prioritized for inclusion in a future NPAC release.

		Change Order remains open.
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		93

Inter-modal Issue

		Some VoIP Services Providers are porting in customers but are refusing to port out customers.

		December 2004

		It is the LNPA WG’s position that VoIP service providers along with Wireless and Wireline service providers, have the obligation to port a telephone number to any other service provider when the consumer requests, and the port is within FCC mandates.  Porting of telephone numbers used by VoIP service providers should follow the industry porting guidelines and the NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations flows.

		April 2005



		94

Inter-modal Issue

		Some SPs are requiring that the New SP present a physical copy of  the Evidence of Authorization.

		March 2005

		It is the LNPA WG’s position that Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) of a port request, or return of requested customer information, e.g., Customer Service Record (CSR), shall not be predicated on the Old Local Service Provider obtaining a physical copy of the evidence of authorization from the New Local Service Provider.  In the event of an end user allegation of an unauthorized change, the New Local Service Provider shall, upon request and in accordance with all applicable laws and rules, provide the evidence of authorization to the Old Local Service Provider.

At its May 2005 meeting, the North American Numbering Council (NANC) endorsed the LNPA-WG’s position as stated above, and sent a letter to the FCC with its endorsement of the LNPA-WG position.



		May 2005



		95

Inter-modal Issue

		It has been brought to the LNPA WG’s attention that some service providers, when acting as the Old Local Service Provider in a port, are requiring the New Local Service Provider involved in the port to provide the Social Security Number (SSN) or Tax Identification Number of the consumer wishing to port their number for identification purposes.  

		February 2005

		It is the position of the LNPA WG that the consumer’s Social Security Number/Tax Identification Number shall not be required on an LSR/WPR to port that consumer’s telephone number if the consumer’s Account Number associated with the Old Local Service Provider is provided on the LSR/WPR for identification.


At its May 2005 meeting, the North American Numbering Council (NANC) endorsed the LNPA-WG’s position as stated above, and sent a letter to the FCC with its endorsement of the LNPA-WG position.

		May 2005



		96

Inter-modal Issue

		Compliance to INC LRN Assignment Practices

		September 2005

		The LNPA WG agrees with the INC guidelines and recommends all Service Providers, to the extent possible based on current Business Integrated Routing and Rating Database Systems (BIRRDS) edits, follow these practices and insure all their LRNs are published in the LERG.

		November 2005



		97

Inter-modal Issue

		Compliance to JIP Standards and Guidelines:  The ISUP Jurisdiction Information Parameter (JIP) is a 6-digit parameter in the format of NPA-NXX that is signaled in the Initial Address Message (IAM) by the originating switch.  The JIP is used by carriers downstream in the call path to identify the originating switch for billing settlement purposes.  When carriers signal an incorrect JIP to another carrier, e.g., signaling an NPA-NXX in the JIP that is LERG-assigned to another carrier, this will result in improper identification of the originating switch.

		October 2005

		The LNPA WG supports and reiterates the following signaling requirements and guidelines for JIP as documented in ATIS’ (www.atis.org) industry standard for Local Number Portability – Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems (T1.TRQ.2-2001) and in ATIS’ Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum’s (NIIF) (www.atis.org/niif/index.asp) Reference Document, Part III, Installation and Maintenance Responsibilities for SS7 Links and Trunks.



		December 2005



		98

Inter-modal Issue

		It can be difficult and extremely time consuming when a reseller is involved in the port request.  The New SP needs to be able to identify who the reseller is in order to obtain the validation information required to submit a valid port request and receive an FOC.

		July 2006

		Alternative SPID field introduced in NANC 399:  Reseller SPIDs, for use in the alternative SPID data element of an SV, are created in NPAC’s network data only upon an NPAC User’s request.  Consistent with the historical use of an entity’s OCN as the entity’s NPAC SPID, the industry strongly encourages each reseller to obtain an OCN from NECA for use as an NPAC SPID.  This in turn allows the identity of a reseller associated with a ported number to be displayed as that number’s “alternative SPID.”  Notwithstanding this strong industry preference, an NPAC User can request that the NPAC assign a surrogate SPID to a reseller in NPAC’s network data; that surrogate SPID then could be used as the alternative SPID to identify the reseller associated with a ported number.  (Surrogate NPAC SPIDs are values that NECA does not assign as OCNs.  Currently these values are made up of the alphanumeric values X000 through X999.)

		November 2006



		99

Inter-modal Issue

		SPs have discrepancies between the Pooling Administration System (PAS) and NPAC pooled blocks which cause double assignment of numbers, blocks that are over-contaminated, and Intra-SP ports that have not been performed.

		November 2006

		Change Order 41 directed the Pooling Administrator (PA) to perform a one-time scrub of the entire PAS Database to reduce the likelihood that carriers will receive over-contaminated blocks or incorrectly identified contaminated blocks in lieu of pristine blocks.  Following is a list of explanations from the carriers as to why they had discrepancies:


· Lack of communication between the carriers departments;


· The SPs did not realize they needed to do intra-SP ports prior to donating blocks;


· The SPs did not have a process in place to notify the PA when the contamination status of a previously donated block goes from contaminated to non-contaminated;


· Some SPs mistakenly believed that updating  NRUF automatically updated the NPAC; and


· Some SPs thought they could donate the block even though it was over 10% contaminated, if the numbers were ported to another carrier.

		December 2006



		100

Inter-modal Issue

		It has been brought to the attention of the Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG) that a number of Service Providers participating in local number portability are failing to comply with the requirement that all simple wireline and intermodal port requests shall be confirmed by the Old Service Provider (OSP) within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.

		November 2006

		It is the LNPA WG’s position that the return of either the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in response to a valid Local Service Request (LSR), or an appropriate error message in response to an invalid LSR, by the Old Service Provider for a simple port request shall not exceed 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.




		March 2007
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		101

(NANC 323)


Inter-modal Issue

		As a result of merger and acquisition activity, a method was needed to change the Service Provider ID (SPID) (code ownership) on NXX codes in the NPAC and service provider systems without temporarily deleting active records, which is a service-affecting process.

		January 2001

		The LNPA WG developed a detailed and comprehensive process and functionality to perform mass SPID changes without sending traffic over the SOA and LSMS interfaces and without affecting customer service.

		June 2004



		102

Inter-modal Issue

		The ATIS Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum (NIIF) and Network Inter-Operability Committee (NIOC), in their effort working with the TR45 standards group on Jurisdictional Information Parameter (JIP) population standards, requested that the LNPA WG review their proposed document.  The JIP parameter is used for accurate billing and settlements between carriers.

		May 2004

		The LNPA WG reached consensus on proposed modifications to the NIIF/NIOC document in order to remove draft text related to the assignment of JIP parameters per cell site since wireless companies do not have an NPA-NXX assigned at the cell site level.  This was accepted by the NIIF/NIOC.




		May 2004



		103

Inter-modal Issue

		An issue was raised at the June 2004 LNPA WG meeting regarding deleting NXX codes in the NPAC with active ported records.




		June 2004

		The LNPA WG determined that NeuStar needs written authority from the appropriate State Regulatory Commission to delete the ported records.  In response to a liaison from the LNPA WG, the INC added text to Section 3 of Appendix C of COCAG (INC Issue 434).

		June 2004



		104

Inter-modal Issue

		The INC’s Central Office Code Administration Guidelines need to be revised to address change in code ownership in NPAC when a provider exits the market.

		July 2004

		The LNPA WG submitted a contribution providing suggested text to INC for inclusion of LNP Change Order NANC 323 SPID Migration in the INC COCAG Appendix C.  This contribution was accepted as part of INC Issue 445.

		July 2004



		105

Inter-modal Issue

		A test plan and testing coordination is required to ensure the timely and successful implementation of WICIS Release 3.0.  The WICIS standard is used for inter-carrier communication for wireless-wireless ports and for the wireless side of inter-modal ports. 

		August 2004

		The LNPA WG formed the Wireless Testing Subcommittee which developed the WICIS Release 3.0 test plan and coordinated vendor and service provider testing, which resulting in the successful rollout of the release. 

		February 2006



		106

Inter-modal Issue

		An issue was raised at the December 2004 LNPA meeting related to the portability of a Type 1 number, where the wireless carrier is required to port, but the underlying wireline carrier for the Type 1 number has a waiver.  

		December 2004

		It was the consensus of the group that due to technical issues, e.g., inability to perform default queries, code not opened in NPAC or marked portable in the LERG, without LNP capability, these numbers cannot be ported or migrated.  The LNPA WG reported on this at the January 2005 NANC meeting.

		January 2005



		107

Inter-modal Issue

		In a liaison to the LNPA WG, the INC asked for input and comments on the Department of Navy’s request for a dedicated NPA.

		January 2005

		In response to the INC liaison, the LNPA WG developed a series of questions/comments/issues that were forwarded to the Department of Navy for their consideration.

		January 2005



		108

Inter-modal Issue

		At the request of a wireline carrier, the LNPA WG was requested to address instances where contaminated TNs within a pooled 1K block have the same routing data as the pooled block itself, thus resulting in unnecessary ported records.

		April 2005

		The LNPA WG reached consensus on suggested language for proposal to the INC to be added in their Thousands Block Pooling Administration Guidelines (TBPAG).  INC Issue 484 was finalized in November 2005.

		November 2005



		109

Inter-modal Issue

		An issue was raised at the June 2005 LNPA WG meeting regarding the voluntary transfer of NXX codes between service providers in order to be able to assign an LRN.

		June 2005

		The LNPA WG reached consensus to send a liaison to the INC proposing technical considerations for the possible transfer of an NXX code from one provider to another for the purpose of assigning an LRN.  The liaison was accepted by the INC (INC Issue 483).  The LNPA WG and INC worked cooperatively to finalize the text for the INC’s Central Office Code Administration Guidelines (COCAG).



		October 2005



		110

Inter-modal Issue

		In July 2005, the LNPA WG received a liaison from the INC requesting answers to specific questions related to NPAC block effective dates for the activation, modification, and disconnect of pooled 1K blocks. 

		July 2005

		The LNPA WG provided detailed responses to the INC’s questions in order to assist in the resolution of INC Issue 477.

		November 2005



		111

Inter-modal Issue

		In order to affect a change in NXX code ownership in the NPAC, it may be more prudent and cost effective to perform a delete and add process if there are minimal ported number records in the NXX code.

		July 2005

		The LNPA WG reached consensus on text to propose to the INC, for inclusion in Appendix C of their Central Office Code Administration Guidelines (COCAG), for determining when a coordinated industry effort for an NXX code ownership change (delete and add of ported TNs) in the NPAC may be preferable to the NANC 323 SPID migration process.  This became INC Issue 482.

		September 2005



		112

Inter-modal Issue

		At its September 2005 meeting, the NANC directed the LNPA WG to research and develop a detailed report on the impacts of porting outside the LATA in response to Hurricane Katrina.

		September 2005

		The LNPA WG completed its interim report in November 2005 and submitted it to NANC.  The final report was completed and submitted to NANC in April 2006.  Both reports were forwarded to the FCC.
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		April 2006



		113

Inter-modal Issue

		The industry needs to ensure that all providers connected to the NPAC can quickly and seamlessly failover to the backup NPAC in the event of primary NPAC failure to maintain porting capability. 

		October 2005

		The LNPA WG developed a detailed and comprehensive annual failover exercise that tests and verifies all providers’ ability to failover and back their circuits connected to the primary and backup NPACs, and their applications and databases.

		October 2005



		114

Inter-modal Issue

		At the November 2005 LNPA WG meeting, a provider presented an issue where a customer was being denied the ability to port to that provider because the customer had a Remote Call Forwarding (RCF) arrangement where there number was forwarded to a number in a different Rate Center.

		November 2005

		The consensus of the LNPA WG was that the complaining provider should be allowed to provide the same service, RCF or FX, to this customer as the current provider does.  Furthermore, the consensus was that the customer should be allowed to port their number to the provider in this scenario.  The rating characteristics of the number were not changing in this case and it was the view of the group that this is not porting across Rate Center boundaries based on the stated plans of the provider to serve this customer.

		November 2005



		115

Inter-modal Issue

		The block information for pooled blocks that were allocated back to the donating provider and switch was built into the NPAC, but the blocks were not being activated in NPAC because there was no need for LRN routing for these blocks.  When the –X (block information) is created in NPAC and the block not activated, porting is prevented until it is manually removed.  

		March 2006

		The LNPA WG and INC worked cooperatively to revise the Part 1B pooled block form to support and clarify when the block information should not be created in NPAC.  This was INC Issue 504.

		September 2006



		116

Inter-modal Issue




		An issue was raised by a wireline carrier related to pooled blocks being allocated to providers and associated by that provider with an LRN whose NPA-NXX was not yet active in the network.  This results in call routing failures.

		June 2006

		INC Issue 527 addressed blocks with effective dates earlier than the effective date of the NPA-NXX of the associated LRN.  At the suggestion of the LNPA WG, a footnote was placed on the Part 1A form for SPs to make sure the NPA-NXX of an LRN associated with a 1K block is effective in the network.  

		November 2006



		117

Inter-modal Issue




		INC Issue 496 addressed codeholders changing the rate center of an NXX code.  The INC requested that the LNPA WG provide input on the process for affecting this change.

		July 2006

		The LNPA WG communicated to the INC that the COCAG guidelines should reflect that the code holder will remove the code from NPAC if no SVs exist until the Rate Center change is effective, and then open it back up in NPAC after it is effective.  This will prevent the Rate Center change from affecting other providers’ customers, which would be the case should porting take place prior to the effective date of the change.

		July 2006



		118

Inter-modal Issue

		In a liaison to the LNPA WG, the INC asked for input and comments on a NIIF issue related to the need for call-through testing of allocated 1K blocks (INC Issue 528).

		November 2006

		LNPA WG, INC, NIIF, and CIGRR leadership held a joint call in December 2006 to discuss this issue.  As a result of the call, a contribution was submitted to INC to


add consistent language in the COCAG and TBPAG around code testing.  

		December 2006



		119

Inter-modal Issue

		In a liaison to the LNPA WG, the NRRIC NIIF group requested review and comment on the LNP Section of their Network and Routing Resources Educational Document: Intercompany Responsibilities in the Telecommunications Industry.  This document was being revised through the work of NIIF Issue #0253 in the NRRIC.

		November 2006

		The LNPA WG sent a liaison to the NRRIC suggesting clarifying revisions to the LNP Section of the Network and Routing Resources Educational Document: Intercompany Responsibilities in the Telecommunications Industry, as agreed upon by the LNPA WG.




		January 2007



		120

Inter-modal Issue

		A test plan and testing coordination is required to ensure the timely and successful implementation of WICIS Releases 3.1 and 4.0.  The WICIS standard is used for inter-carrier communication for wireless-wireless ports and for the wireless side of inter-modal ports.

		November 2006

		The LNPA WG restarted the Wireless Testing Subcommittee which is developing the WICIS Release 3.1 and 4.0 test plans and schedule for coordinated vendor and service provider testing.

		Work is ongoing.



		121

Inter-modal Issue

		At the request of a number of providers, a test to verify the industry’s ability to process up to 10,000 mass updates of TNs in an hour via the NPAC was proposed.

		November 2006

		The LNPA WG developed a detailed end-to-end test from the NPAC down to the network element and successfully verified the industry’s ability to process 10,000 updates in an hour in each of the 7 U.S. NPAC regions.

		February 2007



		122

Inter-modal Issue

		At the January 2007 LNPA WG meeting, a request was raised from a number of smaller wireless carriers to designate their pre-paid wireless ported records with an SV Type of 4, in order to assist Law Enforcement.  

		January 2007

		At their March 2007 meeting, the LNPA WG approved the request and instructed NeuStar to designate SV Type 4 as Pre-Paid Wireless in an upcoming maintenance window.

		March 2007



		

		

		

		

		





STATISTICS:


ISSUES SUBMITTED:








122


ISSUES RESOLVED:




  



  96


ISSUES REMAINING OPEN OR UNRESOLVED:
  



  26



ISSUES PENDING LONGER THAN 2 YEARS:

14




ISSUES PENDING BETWEEN 1 AND 2 YEARS:

  2



ISSUES PENDING LESS THAN 1 YEAR:


10



PERCENTAGE OF ISSUES RESOLVED:


  



  79%

NOTE: Inter-modal porting refers to wireline-to-wireless porting and wireless-to-wireline porting.  The term “Inter-modal Issue” refers to an issue that, while not necessarily exclusive to inter-modal porting, could impact inter-modal porting through its resolution or lack thereof.  For example, an inter-modal issue could have an impact operationally on an inter-modal port or impact the data population of an inter-modal ported record.
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1. Introduction



The LNPA Working Group published the “Interim Report on Out of LATA Porting and Pooling for Disaster Relief after Hurricane Katrina” on November 16, 2005.  That report was issued as “interim” in order to expeditiously provide available information to telecommunications providers and to regulatory and administrative bodies.  


This “final” report is issued to provide further information concerning the restoration of numbers to the appropriate LATA, additional lessons learned, and potential alternatives to porting or pooling numbers outside the LATA.



This report replaces the interim report in its entirety, and it is therefore not necessary for the reader to correlate the two reports.


2. Executive Summary


On August 29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina slammed into the Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama Gulf Coast leaving extensive damage in its wake.  Millions of customers were out of service, and there was extensive damage to both wireline and wireless switching centers, facilities, cell sites, and to 9-1-1 call centers.  With many switching centers damaged or totally destroyed by extreme winds and/or flooding, service providers explored ways to expeditiously move telephone numbers into working switches.  The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) temporarily relaxed numbering rules in order to permit service providers to move numbers to remote locations without regard to Toll Message Rate Center or Local Access Transport Area (LATA) restrictions.  Service providers began using Local Number Portability (LNP) and/or Number Pooling to move numbers from the non-working switches into working switches in other locations.  This report focuses on the technical aspects of suspending the rules that prohibit porting or pooling outside LATA boundaries.


Moving numbers to working switches was typically more advantageous for wireless subscribers than for wireline subscribers.  When the wireless subscribers were moved to working switches, they had originating service and some terminating service.  With wireline service, no originating or terminating service is possible as there is no facility to the subscriber.  If a wireline number is moved to a working switch, remote call forwarding can be used to route terminating calls to other subscriber locations or to voice mail.



The edit in the Number Portability Administration Center (NPAC) that prevents assignment of out of LATA Location Routing Numbers (LRN) to a ported number or a pooled block was suspended thereby allowing numbers to be ported or pooled across LATA boundaries.  This allowed wireless subscribers to have originating service and some level of terminating service.  It would allow wireline subscribers to forward some terminating calls to other locations or voice mail.  Many calls would not complete because a Regional Bell Operating Company (RBOC) cannot deliver calls across LATA boundaries.  Other calls fail because of trunk group overloading as the groups were not sized to handle the increased loads resulting from the massive unplanned movement of telephone numbers.


The Local Number Portability Administration (LNPA) Working Group considers the actions taken by the North American Numbering Council (NANC) and the FCC to temporarily relax numbering rules to be appropriate, thereby allowing telecommunications service providers to immediately act to restore service to the extent possible.  Moving numbers, even across LATA boundaries, is a viable method, especially for wireless carriers, to restore service.  However, the Working Group believes that many carriers moved numbers across LATA boundaries after Hurricane Katrina without a full understanding of the consequences.  



This document describes situations encountered, lists pros and cons for consideration when moving numbers, and provides recommendations in preparation for future disasters.  



3. Background



On Monday, August 29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast causing extensive damage in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.  In addition to the damage caused by hurricane force winds, extensive flooding occurred especially in the vicinity of New Orleans, Louisiana.  The flooding in and around New Orleans was exacerbated by failure of the levies in areas of the city that are actually below sea level.


The destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina put more than 3 million telephone lines out of service in the three states.  There was extensive damage to wireline switching centers and interconnection trunks.  Thirty-eight 9-1-1 call centers were out of service.  The wireless network also sustained considerable damage with more than 1000 cell sites out of service.
  Wireless switching centers were damaged as well.  


Immediately after the hurricane subsided, telecommunications companies began extraordinary efforts to restore service.  As soon as technicians were allowed into the area, maintenance forces were on-site to begin restoration and provisioning of temporary services.  Among the efforts, banks of portable phones, wireless handsets, cells on wheels
, etc., were made available to emergency workers and to allow survivors to contact family in other locations.  Generators, pumps, and other equipment were brought in to sustain the temporary service and to begin physical restoration and cleanup.  Many of the telecommunications employees had suffered personal losses themselves, but continued to work to restore overall service.  In the tradition of the telecommunications industry, the workers looked for ways to reinstate service as expeditiously as possible.  To that end, number porting and pooling techniques were used to rapidly move subscribers from non-working switches to working switches.  This report analyzes the benefits and drawbacks of such action.


Subsequent to Hurricane Katrina inflicting catastrophic damage to the Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama coast lines, Hurricanes Rita and Wilma hit the Texas-Louisiana coast and southern Florida respectively.  While both caused significant damage, neither was as devastating as Katrina.  This report will concentrate on events associated with Katrina realizing that lessons learned will apply in other disastrous situations.


3.1. Situation


In the aftermath of Katrina, both wireless and wireline telecommunications companies were working to restore service.  Wireline companies had facilities damaged or destroyed by high winds and flooding.  Wireless carriers had cell towers destroyed, and facilities connecting switches to towers destroyed.  Both wireless and wireline carriers had switches that were either damaged or totally destroyed by the hurricane.


Many service providers moved their customers’ telephone numbers from the switches that were out of service to working switches in other locations.  Depending on the type of service provider (wireless or wireline) and the location of the “ported-to” switch, varying service levels were restored using number porting or pooling functionality.    


3.2. FCC Order Suspending Numbering Rules


The FCC adopted and released an order on September 1, 2005, that suspended many numbering rules for a period of 90 days (August 27 to November 27, 2005).  The Commission recognized “that telecommunications service must be restored to the hurricane victims as quickly as possible and we find that waiver of the Commission’s local number portability and number assignment rules is a reasonable and practical means for doing so.” 
 


The Commission waived the rules to the extent necessary to permit carriers to port numbers from the hurricane affected area to remote locations on a temporary basis.  This waiver applied to carriers providing service in the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.  The waiver also applied to the numbering administrators to the extent necessary to support carriers in the affected areas.



4. Actions Taken


4.1. Service Provider Actions



With the temporary suspension of porting and pooling location rules, some service providers used LNP or number pooling to move telephone numbers from non-working switches to working switches in other locations.  Effects of moving the numbers varied depending on whether the numbers are moved within rate center boundaries, across rate center boundaries, or across LATA boundaries.  Effects also depend on the type of network attempting to originate calls to these ported or pooled numbers.  


Moving numbers to another switch serving the same rate center has no negative effects on call routing or rating; however, calls may fail due to overloading of inter-switch trunk groups designed for smaller volumes.  Current LNP rules allow movement within the rate center.  


Moving numbers to a switch that does not serve the porting numbers’ rate center may affect terminating call rating and billing.  Calls will be routed to the number based on the LRN of the new switch.  However, terminating calls will be rated as if the number were still in the original rate center, and calls may fail due to overloading of inter-switch trunk groups.  


If the telephone numbers are moved outside the LATA, routing and billing problems may be encountered in addition to failure of calls caused by overloading inter-switch trunk groups.  In normal circumstances, the NPAC has a software edit that prohibits a service provider from porting a number to an LRN that is outside the LATA.  Section 5 of this document contains a discussion of the issues associated with porting outside the LATA.    


4.2. Changes to the NPAC


The only change made to the NPAC database was to suspend the edit that prevents a service provider from assigning an out of LATA LRN to a ported number or pooled block.  The North American Portability Management (NAPM) LLC approved suspension of the NPAC edit in the Southeast NPAC Region
 on August 31, 2005.  The edit was restored on November 27, 2005, matching the period of suspension of numbering rules ordered by the FCC.


4.3. Numbers Ported or Pooled Out of LATA to Provide Temporary Service


In the Southeast NPAC Region, approximately 2000 telephone numbers were ported across LATA boundaries after Hurricane Katrina.  Additionally, about 300 blocks of existing numbers were moved across LATA boundaries using number pooling.  The 300 blocks that were moved using pooling represent up to 300,000 telephone numbers
 that were moved.  The pooled blocks contain both working and vacant numbers.  About one quarter million customers were moved across LATA boundaries using individual number porting or block pooling.


While not in the purview of this report, some quantity of telephone numbers were ported within the rate center and LATA to restore service, but it has proven difficult to differentiate between those ported because of Katrina and normal porting activity.  Additionally, the incumbent RBOC used Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) service to provide temporary service to approximately 600 telephone numbers.


5. Impacts of Porting or Pooling Numbers Outside the LATA


Porting and pooling numbers outside the LATA to restore service has mixed results.  Depending on the type of carrier, some level of customer service can be restored.  This section describes the effects of porting and pooling out of LATA and the resulting problems encountered in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.  Appendix A provides a summary of the pros and cons in matrix format for easy reference.


As stated previously, there were many numbers ported or pooled outside the serving LATAs after Hurricane Katrina.  For example, many numbers were moved from the New Orleans LATA to the Houston LATA.  Due to differences in technology and service, the benefits are much more pronounced for wireless subscribers than for wireline subscribers, but full service is not restored in either case.  It is important for service providers to be aware of all the impacts.


5.1. Wireless Service


If a wireless subscriber’s home switch is out of service but the Home Location Register (HLR) is still in service, that subscriber can originate calls as a roamer/traveler if within range of a working cell tower, but cannot receive calls since terminating calls route through the home switch.  If the HLR is out of service, the subscriber will not have originating or terminating service since there would be no way to register elsewhere as a valid user.
  Porting or pooling a wireless number to a working switch in another LATA gives the customer originating service and some terminating service.  Moving the number creates a new home location, and the subscriber can be served from that switch or register as a roamer/traveler in another area.  Terminating calls will route through the “new” home switch.


When a wireless number is moved to another LATA, the subscriber will have originating telephone service and some degree of terminating service.  Calls from many locations and carriers will complete, however, calls from wireline subscribers in the affected LATA
 that are served by the RBOC will not complete normally.  RBOCs are prohibited from carrying traffic across LATA boundaries.  Calls to these numbers appear to be local, but querying the LNP database will return an out of LATA LRN.  RBOC switch generics are coded to block this type of call or to hand them off to an Inter-exchange carrier (IXC).  


Calls from locations outside the affected LATA to the ported or pooled numbers
 will complete if the calls are queried by the originating carrier or the IXC (N-1 query) and routed to the new switch.  Calls from locations outside the affected LATA that are default routed to the RBOC in the affected LATA will fail.  When such a call reaches the RBOC tandem in the affected LATA, a query is made and an out of LATA LRN is returned.  The RBOC switch is not capable of routing the call across LATA boundaries.  


The inability of RBOC switches to route these calls caused many customer trouble reports after Katrina.  Complaints were received by both the RBOC carrier and the carriers who ported out of LATA.  Not only would calls originated by RBOC customers fail, but any calls to the ported out of LATA numbers that were default routed to the RBOC would fail as well.  In situations where calls are routed to IXCs, billing records are generated for calls that should be routed as local.  This causes billing confusion and disputes that must be resolved.  


RBOC switches treat the blocked calls as switching errors and log the failures.  In the case of one switch type, parts of the switch network shut down when thresholds are exceeded as the switch logic “believes” that internal problems exist.  


Telecommunications trunk routes are sized to handle forecasted loads.  Moving large quantities of telephone numbers inside or outside of LATA boundaries suddenly routes large volumes of calls over trunk groups that were not sized to handle such loads.  Many customers received “all circuits busy” indications.


There should not be any problems with 9-1-1 call originating service for wireless numbers ported or pooled out of LATA.  However, the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) representative participating in the study indicated that in some cases call backs failed due to the RBOC inability to route calls across LATA boundaries.  


5.2. Wireline Service


Porting or pooling wireline telephone numbers out of LATA does not offer as many advantages as with wireless numbers.  When a number is moved to a working switch, there is no originating or terminating service as there is no facility to a wireline set.  However, when the number is placed in another switch, remote call forwarding can be used to route the call to another customer location not affected by the disaster, or to a voice messaging system.


If wireline numbers are ported out of LATA, the same routing problems are incurred as with the wireless numbers.  If a number is ported out of LATA, and then remote call forwarded to another location, calls from RBOC customers in the affected LATA will not complete or will be handed off to an IXC.  Billing confusion and disputes occur for local calls that are completed through an IXC.



As with wireless numbers ported or pooled out of LATA, calls from locations outside the affected LATA will complete and be forwarded as long as they are originating or N-1 queried.  Default routed calls to the RBOC switch will fail.



Moving large volumes of numbers to other LATAs would have the same effects on inter-LATA trunk routes as with wireless numbers.  Trunk groups may be overloaded and many calls will receive “all circuits busy” indication.



Failed calls indicate switching errors, and, as described in the previous section, can cause some switch types to remove network elements when thresholds are exceeded.


There was no RBOC porting or pooling out of LATA in the Southeast NPAC Region.



5.3. Administration and Cleanup


After restoration of switches, towers, and facilities, numbers must be moved back to switches in the correct LATA and rate center.  It is imperative that good records of the numbers moved outside the LATA be kept to facilitate prompt restoration in the correct LATA.  



The NPAC administrator has indicated that all 300 pooled blocks have been restored to the correct LATA.  



As of the end of March 2006, there were still about 1000 telephone numbers ported out of LATA in the Southeast NPAC region.  All carriers are encouraged to move the numbers back to the correct LATA as soon as possible.  Customers whose numbers are not in the correct LATA may not be receiving all of their telephone calls.  Calls to these numbers from RBOC subscribers in the affected LATA will fail.


Customers whose numbers were ported or pooled outside of the LATA experienced varying levels of degraded service.  When numbers were restored to the correct LATA, full service was returned.


6. Lessons Learned from Porting or Pooling Out of LATA


The carrier representatives involved in generating this report compiled their observations as to “lessons learned.”  These observations are listed below:


1. Moving numbers to working switches even if out of LATA is a viable method to restore partial service.  However, carriers should be aware of the consequences associated with such action and that full service is not restored.  



2. Due to regulatory restrictions and switch design to comply with those restrictions, inbound calls from RBOC subscribers will fail or be routed through an inter-exchange carrier.



3. Calls routed through an IXC will generate toll charges for local calls and create confusion and billing disputes.



4. Large volumes of customer trouble tickets were generated due to calls from the RBOC failing to complete.



5. More service provider education and/or industry communication is needed to insure that all participants are aware of the benefits and short comings of actions taken.



6. More customer education is needed to explain the impacts of porting their numbers out of LATA and what level of service restoration they can expect in this situation.


7. The time frame to move subscribers to the out of LATA switches was longer than anticipated due to maximum nightly porting/pooling limitations established by the industry.



8. Carriers have experienced problems when porting/pooling the numbers back, and it took longer than porting/pooling them out.  (For example, voicemail platform issues, new trunk install issues, facility testing issues, internal system delays, etc.)  


9. Moving large volumes of telephone numbers to another location overloads trunking facilities that were designed for smaller forecasted loads.



10. Accurate record keeping is a must for moving numbers back to the correct locations as service is restored.



11. Moving telephone numbers across LATA boundaries does restore some level of service to many subscribers (especially to wireless subscribers).



12. Relaxing the “out of LATA” edit in the NPAC creates the potential for numbers not associated with restoration to be ported erroneously in other parts of the NPAC region.


Other alternatives should be considered before automatically moving numbers across LATA boundaries.  As discussed, many calls will not be delivered due to the design of RBOC switches that cannot carry calls across LATA boundaries.  It is also very significant that trunk groups sized for lesser volumes will be overloaded, and many calls that are routed across the LATA boundary will not be delivered due to unavailability of a trunk facility.


7. Potential Alternatives to Porting/Pooling Out of LATA for Service Restoration



In some situations, solutions other than porting/pooling out of LATA may be applicable.  Some examples of possible alternatives are the use of Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) capability, call forwarding, central office code transfer process, or assignment of new telephone numbers.  It is important to note that whenever large quantities of numbers are relocated, there will be network implications regardless of the method used.  Trunking and switch capacities must be considered.  More information about these alternatives and their impacts can be found in Appendix C.


8. Future Steps and Recommendations



The LNPA Working Group recommends that service providers carefully consider alternatives and consequences before porting or pooling numbers out of the serving LATA as a service restoration method.  In general, porting or pooling out of LATA is more advantageous for wireless carriers than for wireline carriers, but even then not all calls will be delivered.  Before moving numbers out of LATA, alternatives such as porting to working switches inside the LATA, call forwarding solutions, AIN solutions, or assigning new telephone numbers should be considered.  It may be determined that porting out of LATA is still the best solution, but that determination should be made with an understanding that there might be unintended consequences.


Porting or pooling out of LATA allowed service providers to move numbers to working switches on an expedited basis. As a lesson learned from the Katrina experience, continuing evaluation of impacts and alternatives would be advisable before suspension of the NPAC edit in the future.  Suspension of the LATA edit in an NPAC region allows numbers to be ported out of LATA erroneously in other parts of the region not affected by the disaster.  The edit was developed and implemented to stop this troublesome problem.   Some lessons learned comments from providers have indicated that moving the numbers out of LATA was not as easy to do or as much of a cure as they had initially believed it would be.


If porting or pooling numbers out of LATA appears to be advantageous, then it should be done selectively, and records kept for expeditious return to the correct switch.  In such cases, the service providers should make best effort attempts to educate consumers as to expectations.  Service providers should move the numbers back to appropriate LATA as soon as practical in order to restore full service to the customers.


8.1. Issues for NANC or FCC Consideration


Under the circumstances, the LNPA Working Group believes that the NANC and FCC took appropriate action in relaxing numbering rules and allowing industry bodies and individual carriers to take emergency actions to restore service.  This prompt action allowed service providers to respond quickly.  Relaxing the rules gave the Pooling Administrator, the North American Numbering Plan Administrator, and the North American Portability Management LLC the freedom needed during the disaster recovery.


The LNPA Working Group recommends that the FCC and the NANC take similar actions in any future disastrous situations.  Temporarily relaxing numbering rules will thereby allow service providers to expeditiously make decisions and take action in the best interest of providing service to their customers.  


With the number and variety of telecommunications providers currently serving customers in the United States, the LNPA Working Group feels that more education is needed as to the pros and cons of porting numbers across rate center and LATA boundaries.  The Working Group requests that NANC share information such as contained in this report with its members, the industry associations participating in NANC activities, conferences, etc.  Service providers should be encouraged to follow through with restoration of telephone numbers to the appropriate LATA as soon as practical.


 Appendix A:  Porting/Pooling Outside the LATA for Disaster Relief “Pros & Cons”



After Hurricane Katrina, number portability and/or number pooling were felt to be effective means of restoring service to customers in the affected areas.  Accordingly, the NPAC edit that prevents porting across LATA boundaries was temporarily suspended.  Some level of service can be restored in some scenarios, but other problems can be introduced.  These problems can be especially pronounced if the numbers are ported across a LATA boundary.  Some of the pros and cons that should be considered are enumerated in this document.


Wireless Service Providers



			Pros


			· Wireless Customer has originating service at new location if ported to a working switch.  Assumption is that former switch and HLR is no longer in service.



· 9-1-1 access will still function properly for the wireless ported subscriber.



· Customer has partial terminating service at new location.



· Calls from the same wireless carriers will complete.



· Many calls from other wireless carriers will complete.



· Many calls from wireline carriers outside the affected LATA will complete.





			Cons


			· Cannot receive calls from many wireline subscribers in the affected LATA.



· 9-1-1 callbacks from PSAPs may not complete.



· Trouble reports from customers complaining about failed calls.



· Billing confusion and disputes (locals calls billed as toll calls).



· Possible Trunk route overloading in areas where customers are ported to.



· Default routed calls from non-affected LATAs won’t complete to the customer.  If IXC does not query, LATA tandem in affected LATA will query and receive an LRN that it cannot route out on.



· Potential adverse wireline switch effects.  (Some switch types will automatically take corrective action when call failure thresholds are reached.)



· Administrative recordkeeping and required cleanup.








Wireline Service Providers



			Pros


			· Can possibly use remote call forwarding from “ported-in” switch to route terminating calls to another customer location and working number or voice mail.  Preference would be to port the customer to a working switch within the affected LATA.





			Cons


			· No originating service (no facility to customer location).



· Cannot receive calls from many wireline subscribers in the affected LATA.



· 9-1-1 access will not work properly.  In the unlikely event that a local facility was established in the “new” LATA, the 9-1-1 systems would not be set up to route these numbers.  Delivery of the caller’s location/address and phone number to the PSAP may not be possible.



· Trouble reports from customers complaining about failed calls.



· Billing errors (locals calls billed as toll calls).



· Possible Trunk route overloading.



· Default routed calls from non-affected LATAs won’t complete.


· Potential adverse wireline switch effects.  (Some switch types will automatically take corrective action when call failure thresholds are reached.)


· Administrative recordkeeping and required cleanup.








Appendix B:  Glossary



AIN

Advanced Intelligent Network



FCC

Federal Communications Commission



HLR

Home Location Register



IXC

Inter-exchange Carrier



LATA

Local Access Transport Area



LERG™
Local Exchange Routing Guide – Refers to Telcordia® LERG™ Routing Guide



LNP

Local Number Portability



LNPA

Local Number Portability Administration



LRN

Location Routing Number



NANC

North American Numbering Council



NENA

National Emergency Number Association



NAPM LLC
North American Portability Management Limited Liability Company



NPAC

Number Portability Administration Center



PSAP

Public Safety Answering Point



RBOC

Regional Bell Operating Company



Appendix C:  Potential Alternatives to Porting Out of LATA for Service Restoration



The use of porting and pooling to move numbers to working switches is a viable means of temporary service restoration even if the numbers are moved out of LATA.  However, moving them out of LATA does have impacts that the service provider should be aware of when making such a decision.  



This section includes some possible alternatives to consider in lieu of porting out of LATA.  Each has advantages and disadvantages, and every effort is made to identify the impacts so that informed decisions can be made.  In each case, service providers should be aware of impacts to existing trunk routes and switch capacities.


AIN Solutions



Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) functionality has been deployed by many local exchange and inter-exchange carriers in their networks to provide enhanced services and disaster recovery capability to their respective customers.  AIN solutions were deployed by some carriers post-9/11 in order to redirect calls to some affected customers in Manhattan to working locations outside the impacted area.  Like Local Number Portability (LNP), AIN utilizes a trigger and query mechanism to very briefly suspend call processing while the switch retrieves routing and/or billing instructions from an external database.  Call processing is then resumed based on the instructions received from the AIN database.



AIN can be used to redirect calls to alternate numbers and destinations, including numbers associated with Internet Protocol (IP) Gateways for those customers who have moved their service from the PSTN to an IP network as a result of a disaster, even though the number dialed by the calling party would normally route to a different location.  This call redirection to a different location and number is transparent to the calling party during call processing.  In addition, depending on the call scenario and how the call is carried, billing to the calling party can be inhibited or modified based on instructions from the external database.  One advantage that AIN offers is the ability to pre-design the service logic in the external database and preset the AIN triggers in the appropriate switches for call redirection at multiple levels – from a single telephone number, at the NXX code level, up to an entire NPA.  Once the database service logic and switch triggers are set in place, it is then a matter of activating the redirection functionality in a disaster scenario in order to begin redirecting calls as designed.  In some instances, customer-specific redirection service options can be managed by the customer via a telephone user interface.  On a larger scale, the applicable service provider can activate the necessary redirection functionality.



The least complex call redirection scenario would occur when the original target switch in a disaster area is still functioning, but individual end users served by that switch have been impacted such that they no longer have telephone service at their original locations.  In this scenario, AIN triggers only need to be set in one switch – the original target switch.  Like call forwarding, AIN could be used to redirect calls reaching the original destination switch still in service to other numbers and locations served by the same switch, or to other numbers and locations served by other switches within and outside the same rate center and LATA.  Billing to the calling party should not be impacted, however, similar to call forwarding, calls redirected to destinations outside the rate center or LATA could be subject to toll billing on the “redirected leg” of the call, and billable to the called party.  Local exchange and Inter-exchange carriers implementing such an AIN solution should be aware of the billing implications of their call redirection design and ensure their customers understand the implications.  In some call scenarios, billing may possibly be inhibited as part of the service logic design, but as stated previously, this is dependent on the call scenario, the destination of the redirected leg of the call, and the carriers required to route and complete the redirected call.  



A more complex call redirection scenario, and more applicable to the Hurricane Katrina-stricken areas, is the case where both the original target switch and the end user locations served by the switch, are no longer in service.  In this scenario, an AIN solution could be designed by capable carriers whereby AIN triggers could be set in multiple end office switches, access tandems, and inter-exchange carrier switches serving the impacted LATA.  As is the case with the first scenario, calls could be redirected to other numbers and locations served by other switches within and outside the same rate center and LATA.  The difference in this scenario, however, is that for calls originating in the impacted LATA, redirection could take place in the originating switch and/or applicable local access tandem, and is not dependent on the original target switch being in service.  For calls originating outside the impacted LATA, AIN triggers could be set in access tandems in the impacted LATA to appropriately redirect calls.  Again, carriers must be cognizant of the billing implications of any AIN design that triggers at the originating end of the call, both to the calling and called parties.



In addition to any billing implications, as is the case with any solution that results in a large volume of call redirection, when making preparations in advance, carriers must understand as much as possible prior to implementation of a solution the impacts to their respective network, including interoffice facilities (trunks), switch processing, and SS7 network load and capacity.  


Call Forwarding Solutions



When the facility to the customer premise is destroyed but the switch is still in service, call forwarding can be used to route calls bound for the telephone number to other locations or to a cell phone number.  This might pertain to wireline service or it might pertain to wireless service when a tower serving an area is destroyed.



If the serving switch is down, but there is another working switch in the rate center, then the number could be ported to the working switch and call forwarded from there.  Porting to another switch in the rate center has less negative impact than to porting outside the LATA.



Using call forwarding to redirect the incoming call to another location does not restore full service to the customer, but it allows incoming calls to be delivered to a working number at another location that can presumably deal with the calls that would have been destined to the out of service number.  As with the AIN alternative, incoming calls can also be forwarded to numbers associated with Internet Protocol (IP) Gateways for those customers who have moved their service from the PSTN to an IP network as a result of a disaster.  Calls cannot be originated from the forwarded number, but would rather be made from the forwarded to number or another number at that location.



There should be no impact to the calling subscriber billing if the call is forwarded to a switch in the same rate center; however, calls forwarded outside the rate center or LATA may be subject to toll billing on the forwarded portion of the call and billable to the called party.



Carriers should understand that any time large volumes of numbers are relocated or redirected, there will be network implications that must be considered.  Trunking and switching capacities must be considered.  



Emergency Movement of Codes to Working Switches using the Telcordia® LERG™ Routing Guide
 Code Transfer Process



In some situations where entire switches are out of service and the restoration effort may be prolonged, entire NXX codes may be moved to working switches using the LERG Routing Guide code transfer process.  This solution might be used as part of a permanent restoration process.  For example, if a small switch were to be demolished by a disaster, the NXX codes might well be moved into a nearby switch.  Trunk group resizing and outside facility restoration would need to be addressed.  The LERG Routing Guide code transfer process will account for changing the routing of calls from other switches.



Telcordia® has produced an expedited process as follows:



Emergency Network Changes or Expedited NXX Code Opening Notification:



The LERG Routing Guide Emergency Notifications (EN) and Urgent Immediate Emergency Notifications (IEN), produced by Telcordia®, provide a means of notifying the Industry of an expedited NXX Code opening or a network change during a national disaster.


The Emergency Notification (EN) product is published every Tuesday and the Urgent Immediate Emergency Notifications (IEN) are sent out on the same day as long as they are received by Telcordia® Routing Administration (TRA) no later than 1:30p.m. Eastern Time.  



If an EN or IEN is required, the procedures to be followed are documented in Telcordia® Rating and Routing Information Notices RRIN 09-05 and RRIN 12-02.1. 


Assignment of New Telephone Numbers


Rather than port or pool telephone numbers to another LATA to restore service, new numbers from the other LATA could be assigned.  The numbers could be temporary or permanent depending on the strategy of the serving telecommunications provider and/or the wishes of the customer.  There are, of course, pros and cons associated with this alternative and again, benefits and drawbacks must be carefully considered. 



If a new number from the other LATA is assigned to the customer, then all calls including those from the local RBOC would route properly.  Assigning out of LATA numbers would most likely be done by wireless service providers, but when the new number is dialed by an RBOC customer, it would be seen as an out of LATA number, and immediately handed off to an inter-exchange carrier.  Assuming no trunk overloading, the call would complete to the subscriber.



A major drawback to this solution is that the customer handset would have to be replaced or reprogrammed with the new number.  The customer would have full originating and terminating service, but would have to notify others about the new number.  If the number is temporary during the term of the restoration effort, the old number would have to be reinstated, and, once again, the customers would have to notify others that service has reverted back to the original number.



While calls would be routed properly by the local RBOC, rating and billing would apply for any call routed through an inter-exchange carrier.  Each service provider would have to decide how to address this issue.



There would be no advantage to assigning new numbers from switches within the rate center rather than porting/pooling existing numbers to such a switch.  Calls to numbers ported or pooled within the rate center will route normally.  And since wireless carriers are not bound by the same rate center restrictions that wireline carriers are, there is no real advantage to assigning numbers from other switches within the LATA rather than porting or pooling the existing numbers to the working wireless switch within the LATA.



� Written statement of Kenneth P. Moran, Director, Office of Homeland Security Enforcement Bureau, Federal Communications Commission.  Hearing on Ensuring Operability during Catastrophic Events before the Committee on Homeland Security Subcommittee on Emergency Preparedness, Science, and Technology, US House of Representatives, October 26, 2005.



� Cells on wheels are portable cellular towers.



� FCC Order 05-161, September 1, 2005.



� FCC Order 05-161, September 1, 2005, paragraph 3.



� The NAPM also approved suspension of the LATA edit in the Southwest NPAC Region in connection with Hurricane Rita.  The LATA edit was restored in the Southwest Region on November 7, 2005, and was restored in the Southeast region on November 27, 2005.



� Each block contains 1000 telephone numbers, but the quantity moved would be less any numbers that were already ported away from the service provider currently assigned the block or blocks.



� The subscriber will still have 9-1-1 access if within range of a working cell tower even if not registered.



� The affected LATA is the LATA where the disaster occurred.  



� As an example, consider that a New Orleans number ports out of LATA to Houston.  If a caller in Nashville were to dial the number, it would be recognized as an inter-LATA call and handed off to an IXC.  The IXC should query the call, receive an LRN for Houston and deliver the call.



� Telcordia is a registered trademark and LERG Routing Guide is a trademark of Telcordia Technologies, Inc.



� Telcordia is a registered trademark and LERG Routing Guide is a trademark of Telcordia Technologies, Inc.
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North American Numbering Council



c/o Columbia Institute for Tele-Information



Columbia Business School



1A Uris Hall



3022 Broadway



New York, NY 10027-6902



April 24, 2006



Mr. Thomas Navin 



Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau



Federal Communications Commission



445 Twelfth Street, S.W., Room 5-C450


Washington, D.C. 20554



Ms. Nancy J. Victory



Chair, FCC’s Independent Panel Reviewing the Impact



    Of Hurricane Katrina on Communications Networks



c/o Wiley, Rein & Fielding



1776 K Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006


RE:  Final Report of NANC’s Review of Hurricane Impacts



Dear Colleagues:



After the Gulf Coast of 2005, additional telephone numbering resources were allocated expeditiously and numbering processes were changed to enable telecom carriers to serve displaced individuals and relief workers and to allow calls to the affected areas to be rerouted to other parts of the country. You may recall my January 5, 2006 letter to you concerning the work being done by organizations affiliated with the North American Numbering Council (NANC) to assess the performance of the telephone numbering assignment systems in the wake of the hurricanes.  


Included with the January letter was an extensive but preliminary report from NANC’s Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG).
  I am pleased to report that the LNPA WG has just completed its Final Report on Out of LATA Porting & Pooling For Disaster Relief After Hurricane Katrina. The report, which has been approved by NANC, is attached for your consideration. 


This Final Report has also been given wide distribution to many stakeholders, including carriers and State regulators. 


Please feel free to contact me if you, members of the Hurricane Katrina Independent Panel or your staff have any questions.



Sincerely,



/Signed/


Robert C. Atkinson



NANC Chair



Attachment: LNPA WG Report



cc:
Marilyn Jones, NANC Alternate Designated Federal Officer (DFO), Wireline Competition Bureau, Room 5-C162




Lisa M. Fowlkes, FCC’s Hurricane Katrina Independent Panel DFO




Julie Veach, Deputy Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau, Room 5-C450


Marcus Maher, Acting Legal Counsel, Wireline Competition Bureau, Room 5-C450



Renee Crittendon, Chief, Competition Policy Division, Room 5-C162



Ann Stevens, Associate Chief, Competition Policy Division, Room 5-C162



Mary McManus, Attorney, Wireline Competition Bureau, Room 5-C162



NANC Members



�   The January letter also provided hurricane-related reports from the North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA), the Thousands-Block Pooling Administrator (PA) and the North American Portability Management LLC (NAPM LLC).
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Version 5.0



January 17, 2005






LOCAL NUMBER PORTABILITY ADMINISTRATION WORKING GROUP (LNPA WG) INTERPRETATION OF N-1 CARRIER ARCHITECTURE



NOTE:  The yellow highlighting throughout this document is meant to provide focus on text from the various cites and industry documentation that is directly relevant to the specific LNPA interpretation it addresses.


NOTE:  Throughout the discussions in the LNPA WG of the N-1 LNP Architecture and the responsibilities of carriers in ensuring calls are routed properly to the called party, carriers expressed concerns over the network impacts and costs to perform LNP queries on default routed calls.  The LNPA WG would like to stress that if all carriers complied with the following interpretation of the N-1 architecture, based on research of FCC mandates, and performed the necessary LNP query when they were designated as the N-1 carrier on a call to a portable NXX code, a carrier rarely would be forced to perform the query on a default-routed basis.



FCC NOTICE OF APPARENT LIABILITY FOR FORFEITURE, DA 04-1304, RELEASED MAY 13, 2004, ¶¶ 5 (Quoted from the Notice):


5.  Furthermore, in adopting, with some modification, recommendations of the North American Numbering Council (“NANC”) as set forth in a [LNPA] Working Group Report,  the Commission clearly imposed requirements on the carrier immediately preceding the terminating carrier, designated the “N-1 carrier,” to ensure that number portability databases are queried and thus that calls are properly routed.  Currently, call routing is accomplished by use of Location Routing Numbers (“LRNs”).  Under the LRN method, a unique ten-digit number is assigned to each central office switch.  The routing information for end users who have ported their telephone numbers to another carrier is stored in a database, with the LRNs of the switches that serve the ported subscribers. Carriers routing calls to customers with ported numbers query this database to obtain the LRN that corresponds to the dialed number.  This query is performed for all calls to switches from which at least one number has been ported.  In adopting the [LNPA] Working Group Report, the Commission noted that if the N-1 carrier does not perform the database query, but instead relies on another entity to perform the query, the other entity may charge the N-1 carrier in accordance with long-term number portability cost allocation and recovery guidelines.


· LOCAL CALL:



INTERPRETATION:



· The originating carrier is the N-1 carrier and is responsible for performing the query in its network or entering into an agreement with another entity to perform the queries on its behalf.




CITE:



· Third Report and Order, FCC 98-82, ¶¶ 15-16, (1998)  (Quoted from the Order):


15.  For a carrier to route an interswitch telephone call to a location where number portability is available, the carrier must determine the LRN for the switch that serves the terminating telephone number of the call.  Once number portability is available for an NXX, carriers must "query" all interswitch calls to that NXX to determine whether the terminating customer has ported the telephone number.  Carriers will accomplish this by sending a signal over the SS7 network to retrieve from an SCP or STP the LRN associated with the called telephone number. The industry has proposed, and the Commission has endorsed, an "N minus one" (N-1) querying protocol.  Under this protocol, the N-1 carrier will be responsible for the query, "where 'N' is the entity terminating the call to the end user, or a network provider contracted by the entity to provide tandem access."  Thus the N-1 carrier (i.e. the last carrier before the terminating carrier) for a local call will usually be the calling customer's local service provider; the N-1 carrier for an interexchange call will usually be the calling customer's interexchange carrier (IXC).  An N-1 carrier may perform its own querying, or it may arrange for other carriers or third parties to provide querying services on its behalf.


16.  To route a local call under this system, the originating local service provider will examine the seven-digit number that its customer dialed, for example "456-7890."  If the called telephone number is on the originating switch (i.e. an intraswitch call), the originating local service provider will simply complete the call.  If the call is interswitch, the originating local service provider will compare the NXX, "456," with its table of NXXs for which number portability is available.  If "456" is not such an NXX, the



originating local service provider will treat the call the same as it did before the existence of long-term number portability. If it is an NXX for which portability is available, the originating local service provider will add the NPA, for instance "123," to the dialed number and query "(123) 456-7890" to an SCP containing the LRNs downloaded from the relevant regional database. The SCP will return the LRN for "(123) 456-7890" (which would be "(123) 456-XXXX" if the customer has not changed carriers, or something like "(123) 789-XXXX" if the customer has changed carriers), and use the LRN to route the call to the appropriate switch with an SS7 message indicating that it has performed the query. The terminating carrier will then complete the call. To route an interexchange call, the originating local service provider will hand the call off to the IXC and the IXC will undertake the same procedure.


· FCC Consent Decree Order, DA 04-2065, Released July 12, 2004, ¶¶ 9(d):


9(d).  Upon execution of this Consent Decree, company-wide on all 398 of its host switches and whenever (Carrier X - name deleted) is the N-1 carrier, (Carrier X - name deleted) will perform or will have performed on its behalf, a database query to obtain the Location Routing Number (“LRN”) that corresponds to any dialed number.  Whenever it is the N-1 carrier, (Carrier X -  name deleted) will ensure that any call placed by a (Carrier X – name deleted) customer to a ported telephone number is properly routed to the network of the current carrier serving that telephone number, based on the LRN.


· TOLL CALL:



INTERPRETATION:



· For an interLATA Toll call, the IXC is the N-1 carrier and is responsible for performing the query in its network or entering into an agreement with another entity to perform the queries on its behalf.



CITE:



· Third Report and Order, FCC 98-82, ¶¶ 15-16, (1998)  (Quoted from the Order):  



15.  For a carrier to route an interswitch telephone call to a location where number portability is available, the carrier must determine the LRN for the switch that serves the terminating telephone number of the call.  Once number portability is available for an NXX, carriers must "query" all interswitch calls to that NXX to determine whether the terminating customer has ported the telephone number.  Carriers will accomplish this by sending a signal over the SS7 network to retrieve from an SCP or STP the LRN associated with the called telephone number. The industry has proposed, and the Commission has endorsed, an "N minus one" (N-1) querying protocol.  Under this protocol, the N-1 carrier will be responsible for the query, "where 'N' is the entity terminating the call to the end user, or a network provider contracted by the entity to provide tandem access."  Thus the N-1 carrier (i.e. the last carrier before the terminating carrier) for a local call will usually be the calling customer's local service provider; the N-1 carrier for an interexchange call will usually be the calling customer's interexchange carrier (IXC).  An N-1 carrier may perform its own querying, or it may arrange for other carriers or third parties to provide querying services on its behalf.


16.  To route a local call under this system, the originating local service provider will examine the seven-digit number that its customer dialed, for example "456-7890."  If the called telephone number is on the originating switch (i.e. an intraswitch call), the originating local service provider will simply complete the call.  If the call is interswitch, the originating local service provider will compare the NXX, "456," with its table of NXXs for which number portability is available.  If "456" is not such an NXX, the



originating local service provider will treat the call the same as it did before the existence of long-term number portability. If it is an NXX for which portability is available, the originating local service provider will add the NPA, for instance "123," to the dialed number and query "(123) 456-7890" to an SCP containing the LRNs downloaded from the relevant regional database. The SCP will return the LRN for "(123) 456-7890" (which would be "(123) 456-XXXX" if the customer has not changed carriers, or something like "(123) 789-XXXX" if the customer has changed carriers), and use the LRN to route the call to the appropriate switch with an SS7 message indicating that it has performed the query. The terminating carrier will then complete the call. To route an interexchange call, the originating local service provider will hand the call off to the IXC and the IXC will undertake the same procedure.



INTERPRETATION:



· For an intraLATA Toll call where the originating carrier is the Pre-subscribed IntraLATA Carrier for the calling party, the originating carrier is the N-1 carrier and is responsible for performing the query in its network or entering into an agreement with another entity to perform the queries on its behalf.



CITE:



· Technical Requirement T1.TRQ.2-2001, Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems, Prepared by T1S1.6 (quoted directly):


<REQ-00500> 



An NP Query shall only be sent when: 



· an NP trigger has been encountered, and



· the FCI indicates “number not translated”. 



However, the query will not be performed if, 



· the called number is served by this switch and the transition mechanism (as specified in <REQ-08600>) does not apply to the called number, or 



· the call is identifiable as destined for an operator, or



· the call is to an interexchange carrier, as indicated by presubscription or dialed digits (101XXXX) (for exceptions see <CR-00950>).


<REQ-00900> 



If an NP trigger is encountered and IXC routing (not LEC routing) is assured prior to launching the NP query, the NP query shall be bypassed, and the call routed to the predialed carrier, or presubscribed carrier (PIC), or group carrier, or lastly to the Office provisioned interLATA carrier (for exceptions see CR-00950). 



<CR-00950>



If an NP trigger is encountered and IXC routing (not LEC routing) is assured prior to launching the NP query, the switch shall launch the NP query if the call is to be routed to any of the specific designated set of IXCs provisioned by <CR-08550>. This specification shall be on a per route basis for each of the designated carriers. The switch shall not perform the NP query for calls to be routed to any other IXC. 



The default behavior shall be as described in REQ-00900.



This requirement shall not apply to operator-destined calls.



When the NP query is performed, the call shall be routed to the predetermined carrier and route.



The originating LEC shall perform the NP query on behalf of an IXC only when business arrangements are in place that explicitly allow the LEC to perform the NP query.


Some tandem switches can not perform this capability.


· Based on current end office switch functionality, if the originating switch has the 6-digit LNP trigger set on an intraLATA Toll NXX code, and the originating carrier is the intraLATA Toll PIC for the calling party, the originating switch will launch a query to the LNP database and route the call based on the response from the database.  Based on this established switch functionality, the LNPA WG believes the originating carrier is the N-1 carrier in this call scenario.



INTERPRETATION:



· For an intraLATA Toll call where the originating carrier is NOT the Pre-subscribed IntraLATA Carrier for the calling party, the Pre-subscribed IntraLATA Carrier is the N-1 carrier and is responsible for performing the query in its network or entering into an agreement with another entity to perform the queries on its behalf. 



CITE:



· Refer to cites above from Technical Requirement T1.TRQ.2-2001, Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems, Prepared by T1S1.6


· Based on current end office switch functionality, if the originating switch has the 6-digit LNP trigger set on an intraLATA Toll NXX code, and the originating carrier is NOT the intraLATA Toll PIC for the calling party, the originating switch will NOT launch a query to the LNP database and will route the call unqueried to the calling party’s intraLATA Toll PIC.  Based on this established switch functionality, the LNPA WG believes the calling party’s intraLATA Toll PIC is the N-1 carrier in this call scenario, similar to the IXC scenario.



· DEFAULT QUERIES (A.K.A. QUERY OF LAST RESORT OR DONOR SWITCH QUERIES)



PLEASE REFER TO NOTE AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS DOCUMENT.



INTERPRETATION:



· If an LNP query is not performed previously in the call path, the call will continue to route on the dialed digits until it could eventually reach the LERG-assigned switch for the dialed NPA-NXX.  This will put that LERG-assignee in the position of performing a default LNP query if the dialed digits are within a portable NPA-NXX.



CITE:



· Third Report and Order, FCC 98-82, ¶¶ 21, (1998)  (Quoted from the Order):


21.  In the Second Report and Order, the Commission determined that if an N-1 carrier arranges with another entity to perform queries on the carrier's behalf, that other entity may charge the N-1 carrier in accordance with requirements to be established in this Third Report and Order.  The



Commission also noted that when an N-1 carrier fails to ensure that a call is queried, the call might inadvertently be routed by default to the LEC that originally served the telephone number.  If the number was ported, the LEC incurs costs in redirecting the call. This could happen, for example, if there is a technical failure in the N-1 carrier's ability to query, or if the N-1 carrier fails to ensure that its calls are queried, either through its own query capability or through an arrangement with another carrier or third-party.  The Commission determined in the Second Report and Order that if a LEC performs queries on default-routed calls, the LEC may charge the N-1 carrier in accordance with requirements to be established in this Third Report and Order.  The Commission determined further that it would "allow LECs to block default-routed calls, but only in specific circumstances when failure to do so is likely to impair network reliability."  The Commission also said that it would "require LECs to apply this blocking standard to calls from all carriers on a nondiscriminatory basis."



INTERPRETATION:



· A carrier may bill the N-1 carrier for performing the default query when the N-1 carrier default routes a call unqueried. 



CITE:



· First Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 97-74, ¶¶  125-126 (1997)  (Quoted from the Order): 



125. Discussion. We deny Pacific's request that we require all N-1 carriers, including interexchange carriers, to meet the implementation schedule we established for LECs. Such a requirement is not mandated by the 1996 Act, which subjects only LECs, not interexchange carriers engaged in the provision of interexchange service, to our number portability requirements. Moreover, petitioners have not demonstrated a need for us to impose such requirements under our independent rulemaking authority under Sections 1, 2, and 4(i) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. In that regard, we are not convinced that Pacific's hypothetical situation, whereby the N-1 carrier would not perform any queries and the original terminating LEC would thus have to perform all the queries not performed by the originating LEC, will arise often. The industry already appears to favor using the N-1 scenario, under which the N-1 carrier performs the database query, as indicated in the majority of comments on call processing scenario issues received pursuant to the original Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. The vast majority of interLATA calls are routed through the major interexchange carriers, and the two largest interexchange carriers, at least, claim they plan to deploy portability as soon as possible. Therefore, most interLATA calls will be queried by the major interexchange carriers, not the incumbent LECs. Moreover, as we stated in the First Report & Order, we wish to allow carriers the flexibility to choose and negotiate among themselves which carrier shall perform the database query, according to what best suits their individual networks and business plans. Finally, we decline to address Pacific's argument that, if the terminating carrier is forced to perform queries, that would violate our fourth performance criterion. Since we are eliminating our fourth performance criterion, Pacific's argument is moot. 



126. We clarify, however, per NYNEX's request, that if an N-1 carrier is designated to perform the query, and that N-1 carrier requires the original terminating LEC to perform the query, then the LEC may charge the N-1 carrier for performing the query, pursuant to guidelines the Commission will establish in the order addressing long-term number portability cost allocation and recovery.


· Second Report and Order, FCC 97-289, ¶¶72-75 (1997)  (Quoted from the Order):  


72.  The Architecture Task Force Report considered and made recommendations on several issues which were not otherwise addressed in the Technical & Operational Task Force Report, including the following:  (1) what entity shall be required to make the query to determine the service provider of the called party (N-1 Call Routing); and (2) whether carriers may block default routed calls (Default Routing). Because these two specific issues will have a significant impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of local number portability, each will be discussed more fully below.




73.  N-1 Call Routing.  The NANC recommends that the carrier in the call routing process immediately preceding the terminating carrier, designated the "N-1" carrier, be responsible for ensuring that database queries are performed. None of the parties commenting on the NANC's recommendations addresses this issue.  We adopt the NANC's recommendation that the N-1 carrier be responsible for ensuring that databases are queried, as necessary, to effectuate number portability.  The N-1 carrier can meet this obligation by either querying the number portability database itself or by arranging with another entity to perform database queries on behalf of the N-1 carrier.



74.  In the First Order on Reconsideration, the Commission recognized that queries would most likely be performed by the N-1 carrier if the industry adopted the Location Routing Number solution. Industry consensus is that the Location Routing Number system is the best method to satisfy the Commission's performance criteria for long-term local number portability. The efficient provisioning of number portability requires that all carriers know who bears responsibility for performing queries, so that calls are not dropped because the carrier is uncertain who should perform the database query, and so that carriers can design their networks accordingly or arrange to have database queries performed by another entity.  Consistent with our finding in the First Order on Reconsideration, we conclude that the Location Routing Number system functions best if the N-1 carrier bears responsibility for ensuring that the call routing query is performed. Under the Location Routing Number system, requiring call-terminating carriers to perform all queries may impose too great a burden on terminating LECs.  In addition, obligating incumbent LECs to perform all call routing queries could impair network reliability.



75.  We note, however, that the requirement that the N-1 carrier be responsible for ensuring completion of the database query applies only in the context of Location Routing Number as the long-term number portability solution.  In the event that Location Routing Number is supplanted by another method of providing long-term number portability, we may modify the call routing process as necessary.  We note further that if the N-1 carrier does not perform the query, but rather relies on some other entity to perform the query, that other entity may charge the N-1 carrier, in accordance with guidelines the Commission will establish to govern long-term number portability cost allocation and recovery.



INTERPRETATION:



· Unless specified in business arrangements, carriers may block default routed calls incoming to their network in order to protect against overload, congestion, or failure propagation that are caused by the defaulted calls.  (This is a direct quote from the Architecture Plan.)


CITE:



· Second Report and Order, FCC 97-289, ¶¶76-78 (1997)  (Quoted from Order):


76. Default Routing.  The NANC recommends that we permit carriers to block "default routed calls" coming into their networks. A "default routed call" situation would occur in a Location Routing Number system as follows:  when a call is made to a telephone number in an exchange with any ported numbers, the N-1 carrier (or its contracted entity) queries a local Service Management System database to determine if the called number has been ported.  If the N-1 carrier fails to perform the query, the call is routed, by default, to the LEC that originally serviced the telephone number.  The original LEC, which may or may not still be serving the called number, can either query the local Service Management System and complete the call, or "block" the call, sending a message back to the caller that the call cannot be delivered.  The NANC found that compelling LECs to query all default routed calls could impair network reliability, and that allowing carriers to block default routed calls coming into their networks is necessary to protect against overload or congestion that could result from an inordinate number of calls being routed by default to the original LEC. In light of these network reliability concerns, we will allow LECs to block default routed calls, but only in specific circumstances when failure to do so is likely to impair network reliability.


77. CTIA argues that the NANC's default routing recommendation will significantly, and negatively, affect CMRS providers. According to CTIA, even if number portability is limited initially to the wireline network, CMRS providers must still modify their method of routing calls from their customers to wireline customers who have ported their numbers.  During the period prior to December 31, 1998, the date by which CMRS providers are required to have the capability to deliver calls to ported numbers, CMRS providers that have not yet implemented such capability will be required to rely on default routing to complete subscriber calls.  CTIA argues that default routed calls should not be blocked, because "[a]llowing incumbent LECs to block default routed calls when they may be acting as the only means of conducting a query and, thus, allowing a call to be completed, would discriminate against wireless carriers . . . ."


78. In the First Report & Order, we required CMRS providers to have the capability of querying number portability database systems in order to deliver calls from their networks to ported numbers anywhere in the country by December 31, 1998. We established this deadline so that CMRS providers would have the ability to route calls from their customers to a wireline customer who has ported his or her number, by the time a substantial number of wireline customers have the ability to port their numbers between wireline carriers. Under this deployment schedule, the initial deployment of long-term local number portability for wireline carriers will occur prior to the date by which CMRS providers must be able to perform database queries.  During this period, CMRS providers are not obligated by our rules to perform call routing queries or to arrange for other entities to perform queries on their behalf.  Thus, if wireline LECs are allowed to block default routed calls, calls originating on wireless networks (to the extent that the CMRS provider is the N-1 carrier) could be blocked.  For this reason, we will only allow LECs to block default routed calls when performing database queries on default routed calls is likely to impair network reliability.  We also require LECs to apply this blocking standard to calls from all carriers on a nondiscriminatory basis.  In the event that a CMRS or other service provider believes that a LEC is blocking calls under circumstances unlikely to impair network reliability, such service provider may bring the issue before the NANC.  We direct the NANC to act expeditiously on these issues.  Although CMRS providers are not responsible for querying calls until December 31, 1998, we urge them to make arrangements with LECs as soon as possible to ensure that their calls are not blocked.  We note that if a LEC performs database queries on default routed calls, the LEC may charge the N-1 carrier, pursuant to guidelines the Commission will establish regarding long-term number portability cost allocation and recovery.


· NORTH AMERICAN NUMBERING COUNCIL ARCHITECTURE & ADMINISTRATIVE PLAN FOR LOCAL NUMBER PORTABILITY  (Quoted from the document):



Par. 7.10 Default Routing Overload and Failures



“Unless specified in business arrangements, carriers may block default routed calls incoming to their network in order to protect against overload, congestion, or failure propagation that are caused by the defaulted calls.”



INTERPRETATION:



· Regardless of the status of a carrier’s obligation to provide number portability, e.g., has been granted a waiver or is operating outside a mandated area, all carriers have the duty to route calls to ported numbers.


CITE:



· FCC NOTICE OF APPARENT LIABILITY FOR FORFEITURE, DA 04-1304, RELEASED MAY 13, 2004, ¶¶ 4, 13 (Quoted from the Notice):



4.  Regardless of the status of a carrier’s obligation to provide number portability, all carriers have the duty to route calls to ported numbers. In other words, carriers must ensure that their call routing procedures do not result in dropped calls to ported numbers. In this regard, the Commission stated clearly:



We emphasize that a carrier operating a non-portability-capable switch must still properly route calls originated by customers served by that switch to ported numbers. When the switch operated by the carrier designated to perform the number portability database query is non-portability-capable, that carrier could either send it to a portability-capable



switch operated by that carrier to do the database query, or enter into an arrangement with another carrier to do the query.




13.  The Commission’s rules are clear regarding the obligation to route calls and to query the number portability database. Since the Second Report and Order in 1997, the Commission has required the N-1 carrier to ensure that the number portability database query is performed. No exception exists for non-LNP-capable carriers.



· EXTENDED AREA SERVICE (EAS) CALL:



LNPA CONSENSUS:



· On intraLATA calls to EAS codes, the originating carrier is the N-1 carrier and is responsible for the query on all calls to portable EAS codes.



· In cases where the originating carrier’s switch supports the function to route interLATA EAS calls to ported numbers as a local call via an interLATA LRN, and trunking to all potential final destinations (or their POIs in the EAS area) have been established, the query will be performed in the originating switch.  



· On interLATA calls to EAS codes where the originating carrier does not support the function to route the call as a local call to ported numbers via an interLATA LRN, the donor carrier in the terminating LATA performs the role of the N-1 carrier (i.e does the database dip and routes the call to the switch serving the ported number).  In this instance, the donor carrier will perform the LNP query in the terminating LATA in either that carrier’s donor end office or terminating LATA tandem, whichever terminates trunks from the originating LATA on calls to EAS codes.  (Note that the terminating LATA tandem case is only applicable if the donor carrier has a tandem in the terminating LATA, and all switches in the originating LATA that can place local calls to the EAS codes in the terminating LATA have trunking to the tandem in the terminating LATA per mutually accepted interconnect agreements.)  The originating carrier is responsible for compensation to the donor carrier for performing the N-1 database dip function.  



The donor carrier in the terminating LATA may charge the originating carrier for transit (consisting of transport and switching) of the call.



This language takes into account current technical limitations and regulatory constraints as well as existing configuration issues.  Carriers may consider making modifications to their querying and routing arrangements as technology upgrades and changes to interconnecting configurations permit.
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LNPA Working Group
Status Report to NANC
April 17, 2007

q	PIM 32 Report:

At its November 2006 meeting, the NANC directed the LNPA WG to continue to seek consensus on a resolution to PIM 32, which sought to address issues related to the process for obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR), which contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting in a reseller number.

	Consensus was reached at the March 2007 LNPA WG meeting that direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  The LNPA WG also believes that resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.  
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LNPA WG REPORT TO NANC


PIM 32 



PORTING RESELLER NUMBERS 

NANC REPORT FROM LNPA WG


PORTING RESELLER
 NUMBERS


The fact that any customer is denied the opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
 CC Docket No. 95-116.  Direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.

BACKGROUND

PIM 32 seeks to address issues related to the process of obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR) for wireline reseller customers.  The CSR contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting a wireline number.  In some cases, carriers are not able to obtain an end user’s specific CSR information from some wireline network service providers when attempting to port telephone numbers (TNs) associated with reseller accounts.  For example, two of four RBOCs refuse to send the CSR information to the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) because they have been instructed by their resellers not to share the end user’s specific information which the resellers consider to be proprietary.

  


PIM 32v4.doc


  

This is a critical problem.  For those reseller errors where there is a workaround, many of the port requests are significantly delayed before completion.  In some cases there are no workaround solutions and end users who want to port their number cannot.  Those customers either give up on porting their number, or cannot keep their number and must change to a new number.  It is not always possible to work with the resellers to obtain the information needed to populate the LSR.   It is often difficult to find someone with the reseller that can support a port and provide the needed information.

Customers are affected by this problem.  Customers are often frustrated by the delay experienced dealing with the issue cited above, and either cancel the port request altogether or reluctantly take a new number. The fact that ANY customer is denied the 

opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
, CC Docket No. 95-116.


Using the porting statistics provided in the FCC Numbering Resource Utilization in the United States as of June 30, 2005 Table 14, the monthly average landline to mobile ports is 50,500 or approximately 3% of ports.  Approximately twenty-five percent of those ports in 2005 were Type 1 porting migrations according to the service providers performing Type 1 migrations.  After removing the Type 1 migrations, the monthly average landline to mobile (intermodal) ports is 37,875.

Following are the statistics specific to landline to mobile (intermodal) ports gathered by the LNPA WG for the reseller issue:


40% to 50% of Intermodal ports fail due to errors – 



average 45%


35% of the rejects are due to reseller issues – 



35%


Of the rejected port requests due to reseller issues,

40% to 50% fail remedial action and do not get ported – 


average 45%


Using the percentages above, that means that 2,684 reseller customers are unable to port their numbers.  The affected customers either take a new number or give up on the attempt to port their number to the new provider.


Formula:
37,875 x .45 = 17,044

Intermodal Ports that fall out to be processed 





manually




17,044 x .35 = 5,965

Reseller fall out 




  5,965 x .45 = 2,684

Reseller that fail to port


As stated previously, the fact that any customer is denied the opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
 CC Docket No. 95-116.  Direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.

The failure to port wireline reseller TNs can be resolved.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.

� In the context of this report, the term “reseller” includes VoIP service providers.
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document






LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form



Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 02/27/2004



Company(s) Submitting Issue: TSI



Contact(s):  Name: Rob Smith 



         Contact Number: 813-273-3319   




         Email Address: rsmith@tsiconnections.com 



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)



1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)



Wireless carriers are not receiving customer service records (CSRs) from all wire line network service providers when a reseller is the local service provider.  Wireless port requests do not collect the needed information to complete a wire line local service request (LSR).  The CSR is a primary source of information needed to complete the LSR and port the number.


2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)



A. Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 



The current NANC flows suggest that when a number is porting from a reseller, the port request should be issued to the network service provider.



Developing a local service request (LSR) from a wireless port request (WPR) requires a customer service record (CSR) provided by the old network service provider (OSP).  When the OSP is a reseller and the number is porting from an old network service provider, the CSR is not always provided by the wire line network service provider and there is not enough information to complete the LSR.  



About half of the larger wire line carriers do provide the CSR on reseller numbers and the ports occur without incident.  The others wire line carriers simply reject the CSR request because it is not their customer and the port fails and is nearly impossible to resolve.


B. Frequency of Occurrence:



These problems may occur multiple times a day.



C. NPAC Regions Impacted:



 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     



 West Coast___  ALL_x_



D. Rationale why existing process is deficient: 



For old network service providers that do not provide CSRs, the ports fail.



E. Identify action taken in other committees / forums: 



No other action has been taken by other groups.



F. Any other descriptive items: __



__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



3. Suggested Resolution: 



Wire line network service providers should provide the customer service record on porting reseller numbers.  The response message to the CSR query should include a statement that the number being requested is a reseller number.



LNPA WG: (only)



Item Number: 0032v4




Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________


Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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q	LNPA WG Position on Service Providers Not Returning Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) Within 24 Hours for Simple Port Requests:

	It has been brought to the attention of the LNPA WG that a number of Service Providers participating in local number portability are failing to comply with the requirement that all simple wireline and intermodal port requests shall be confirmed by the Old Service Provider (OSP) within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.


	It is the LNPA WG’s position that the return of either the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in response to a valid Local Service Request (LSR), or an appropriate error message in response to an invalid LSR, by the Old Service Provider for a simple port request shall not exceed 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.


	In submitting this Position Paper, the LNPA WG wishes to bring this issue to the attention of the NANC and the FCC.  The LNPA WG will place this issue and its position in its Number Portability Best Practices document.
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March 8, 2007

TOPIC:


LNPA WG Position on Service Providers Not Returning Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) Within 24 Hours for Simple Port Requests 

Issue:

It has been brought to the attention of the Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG) that a number of Service Providers participating in local number portability are failing to comply with the requirement that all simple wireline and intermodal port requests shall be confirmed by the Old Service Provider (OSP) within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.

Background/History:

The Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) process is defined by the Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF).  The timing requirements for return of the FOC are cited in a number of industry and regulatory documents, including the North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group’s 3rd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration, dated September 30, 2000, which states, “An LSR is submitted by the NSP (New Service Provider) to the OSP (Old Service Provider).  When an LSR is submitted to the OSP, the OSP will return either an error message or a LSC (FOC).  SPs are required to provide a LSC/FOC within 24 hours of receiving a LSR.”  In addition, in Paragraph 49 of its Memorandum Opinion and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (FCC 03-284A1), adopted November 7, 2003, the FCC stated, “the wireline NANC LNP Process Flows establish that the FOC must be finalized within 24 hours of receiving the port request.”

Decisions/Recommendations


It is the LNPA WG’s position that the return of either the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in response to a valid Local Service Request (LSR), or an appropriate error message in response to an invalid LSR, by the Old Service Provider for a simple port request shall not exceed 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.


In submitting this Position Paper, the LNPA WG wishes to bring this issue to the attention of the NANC and the FCC.  The LNPA WG will place this issue and its position in its Number Portability Best Practices document.
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==== End of Report ===

